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Submitted by E. Stanley Lee 
An interactive approach to the formulation, modeling, analysis, and solution of 
discrete deterministic dynamic programming problems IS presented. The approach 
utilizes APL both as the mathematical and the programming language. The 
interactive capabilities of APL and the simple one-to-one correspondence between 
the programming and the mathemattcal language provide an extremely convenient 
environment for dynamic programming investigations in general and for 
teaching/learning purposes in particular. The approach IS illustrated by a simple 
model and a numerical example. 
INTRODUCTION 
The objective of this paper is to present an interactive approach to the 
formulation, modeling, analysis, and solution of discrete deterministic 
dynamic programming, DP, problems. The approach is designed primarily 
for teaching/learning purposes, although it could also be useful for prac- 
titioners applying DP to large scale problems. One of the difficulties 
associated with the development of an interactive approach to DP is that the 
use of DP often requires a significant modeling effort. Therefore, in order to 
provide an interactive environment for DP investigations it is necessary to 
develop a simple mechanism for relating the objects of the mathematical 
model to the corresponding objects of the computer code, and vice versa. 
Furthermore, it is essential that the programming language have convenient 
interactive capabilities. It should be noted that it would be an extremely 
difficult, if not impossible, task to base such an approach on (a) the standard 
mathematical language and (b) one of the standard programming languages 
such as FORTRAN and PL/l. The interactive approach proposed in this 
paper constitutes an attempt to alleviate some of the traditional difftculties 
encountered by DP users, especially as far as teaching and studying are 
concerned. The emphasis in this paper is on the methodological aspects of 
the proposed approach. 
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INTERACTIVE DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING 
Experience shows that although DP is a flexible optimization procedure 
and is based on simple and intuitive principles and concepts, it is not as 
popular as other optimization techniques. The lack of popularity of DP 
among practitioners, and particularly students, to a certain extent reflects the 
fact that no general purpose DP codes are available. Thus, while prac- 
tiotioners having minimal knowledge of linear programming can use general 
purpose LP codes, this is clearly not the case as far as DP is concerned. 
Since even small size DP problems often involve a significant computational 
effort, and since the mastering of this optimization procedure usually 
requires the beginner to apply it to a variety of problems, the availability of 
general purpose DP codes could, to a certain extent, create a better 
environment for teaching, learning, and practicing DP. 
While studying the possibility of developing such a code and evaluating its 
potential usefulness, the authors soon concluded that, in addition to the prac- 
tical technical difficulties involved, the basic idea of developing such a code 
is somewhat contradictory to the basic spirit of DP. That is, from the 
methodological point of view DP is based on extremely general, yet simple 
and intuitive, concepts and principles, while from the application point of 
view DP algorithms are problem-oriented. Discouraged and humbled by this 
pessimistic conclusion regarding the development of a black-box type of 
general purpose DP computer code, the authors decided to take a closer look 
at the problem and to attempt to approach it from an entirely different 
direction. As in many other cases of this nature it is a good practice to 
ignore the state of the art and to start from “scratch.” Ideally, an interactive 
environment for DP should consist of three components: 
(1) A mathematical language, to be used for the formulation, 
modeling analysis and solution of DP problems. 
(2) An interactive programming language, to be used for the execution 
of the mathematical statements included in the mathematical model. 
(3) A two-way translation mechanism, for relating the objects of the 
mathematical model to the corresponding elements of the programming code, 
and vice versa. 
Obviously, the immediate partial choice for these components consists of 
the standard mathematical language for the first component and one of the 
standard high level programming languages, such as FORTRAN and PL/l. 
for the second component. Unfortunately, this partial solution does not 
resolve the difficulties mentioned above, for in this case the translation 
mechanism could be extremely artificial and complex. Moreover, a close 
look at discrete deterministic DP problems reveals that 
(1) The standard mathematical language is not particularly suitable 
for DP investigations, for it does not provide a convenient framework for 
array manipulation and recursive algorithms, which are used in DP 
investigations. 
(2) Most of the popular high level programming languages do not 
provide a convenient interactive environment, nor do they provide a 
particularly convenient environment for coding DP models. 
The logical step is then to consider the possibility of developing (a) a 
mathematical language designed for the analysis of DP problems. (b) a 
programming language designed for DP problems, and (c) a translation 
mechanism for these objects. However, even if one ignores the technical 
difftculties associated with the development of such objects, it is clear that 
any attempt to replace the standard mathematical language is bound to be 
unpopular. Fortunately, there is no need in this case to invent the wheel, for 
there already exists an interactive environment suitable for the formulation. 
modeling, analysis, and solution of discrete deterministic DP problems, and 
it is: 
THE APL ENVIRONMENT 
Although APL is commonly known and used as a programming language, 
it was originally invented as a mathematical language 15 1. It is an extremely 
versatile programming language, providing a direct means for problem- 
solving by students and practitioners. As far as its potential use in DP 
investigations is concerned, the authors’ experience has been that although 
the language was not specifically designed for DP, it provides an extremely 
convenient interactive environment for DP, both from the teaching/learning 
and the analysis of practical problems point of view. Basically, there is not 
too much to say about the proposed interactive approach, except that it is 
based on the use of APL both as the mathematical and the programming 
language. It should be noted that because in this environment there is a one- 
to-one correspondence between mathematical and programming languages, 
there is no translation mechanism, and all the mathematical statements are 
executable. For the benefit of readers who are not familiar with the APL 
environment it would be appropriate to briefly indicate why this environment 
is particularly suitable for DP investigations. 
(1) Murhemafica~ considerations. The language provides a collection 
of useful operators for array manipulation and allows recursive definition of 
functions. Consequently, it is extremely convenient to formulate, model, 
analyze, and develop solution algorithms for DP problems. It is also 
convenient to state and prove theorems and to construct recursive DP 
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procedures. Since the mathematical expressions are executable, and the 
programming language is interactive, the user can evaluate the mathematical 
expressions for immediate results. 
(2) Programming considerations. APL is considered by many to be 
one of the most concise, consistent, and powerful programming languages 
ever devised. The programming of DP models involves the definition of 7-10 
simple one-line functions, which in turn can be used not only for determining 
the optimal cost/benefit, but also to recover optimal decisions, optimal 
solutions, optimal policies. state trajectories, and many other results often 
needed in DP studies. 
(3) Applications. Without entering the current debate regarding the 
computational efficiency of APL, it should be noted that as far as 
application is concerned, from the programming point of view APL is by far 
more efficient than other standard high level programming languages. 
Maybe the only disadvatage of APL-based models is that at the present 
time this language is not as accessible as other languages. However, APL is 
clearly gaining acceptance, and on the basis of the current rate of 
proliferation of mini and personal computers, at ever decreasing cost, it is 
not unrealistic to predict that it will soon be accessible to many potential DP 
users. The remainder of the paper is devoted to the presentation of a simple 
discrete deterministic DP model. It is assumed that the reader is familiar 
with the basic principles and concepts of DP [ 1-3, 71 and the APL language 
[4-6, 81. 
EXAMPLE 
The DP model to be analyzed is designed for illustrative purposes. For 
ease of exposition and without loss of generality, the states and decision 
variables are assumed to be non-negative integers, and the 0 index-origin is 
used. It consists of the following objects: 
(1) A finite state space, 3 e KS’, where NS is a positive integer 
specifying the total number of states. 
(2) A finite decision space, Q t IND, where ND is a positive integer 
specifying the total number of decisions. 
(3) A function, FD, such that for every state S in S, it assigns a 
vector of decisions. The elements of FD S will be referred to as the feasible 
decisions associated with S. 
(4) A deterministic transition function, T, such that for every state S 
and every decision D in FD S, its resultant R t S T D is also a state, inter- 
preted as the state generated by S and D. 
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(5) An intermediate cost jiincfion, C, such that for every state S and 
every decision D in FD S, its resultant R t S CD is a numeric scalar, inter- 
preted as the cost generated by S and D. 
(6) A function, COM, such that for any numeric scalars Cl and C2, 
its resultant R t Cl COMC2 is a numeric scalar, interpreted as the 
combined cost of Cl and C2. It will be referred to as the composition 
function. 
(7) A collection offinal states, FS. specified as a vector consisting of 
at least one element of S. 
Formally, the sequential decision problem induced by this model can be 
stated in terms of the objective function OB and the constraint function CT, 
where 
OB:(aCo[O])COM(aTw[O])OB 11w:O=pw:aCw. 
CT: (o[O] E FD a) A (a Tw[O]) CT 1 1 w : 0 = po : a E FS. 
In other words, the sequential decision problem at state S can be stated as 
follows: Find a solution X satisfying (a) the feasibility condition 1 = S CTX 
and (b) the optimality condition (S OB X) ,< S OB Y for all vectors Y 
satisfying (a). In short, the objective is to minimize OB subject to CT. given 
S. Notice that both the objective function and the constraint are defined 
recursively on the right argument, and therefore it is implicitly assumed that 
all the feasible solutions are of finite length. Formally, this condition can be 
specified by 
ASSUMPTION 1. (1) For everJv nonJna1 state, S. and weg* D in FD S. 
the condition S > S TD is satisfied. 
(2) FD S is empty if and only ifs is a final state. 
Notice that under this assumption, the state St 0 must be a final state. 
As an example to the type of problems this model represents, consider the 
following. 
False Coin Problem 
You are given a collection of K coins and an ordinary balance beam. It is 
known that all the coins except one have the same weight, and that the false 
coin is heavier than the others. Using the balance beam, it is required to 
determine a procedure for minimizing the maximum number of balances 
required for the identification of the false coin. Notice that under the 
minimax criterion, each solution is evaluated under the worse case. In the 
context of this simple problem, the state specifies how many coins are left for 
inspection. Thus, there are NS c K + 1 states, of which only 2, i.e., 
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FS c 0 1, are final. Let the decision variable be defined as the number of 
coins put on each side of the beam, so that ND +- 1 + [K + 2 is the total 
number of decisions, including the redundant decision D t 0. 
Similarly, the function FD can be defined as 
observing that FD S does not include 0. As far as the transition function is 
concerned, it is necessary to consider the worse case, so that it could be 
defined as 
T: w[a - 2 X w. 
observing that there is no need to consider the final states. The cost function 
in this example is simply 
C:l:aEFS:+/o, 
observing that for the final states the right argument of C is 10, and that 
consequently the cost for these states is 0. Finally, COM can be simply 
defined as 
COM: a + a~(). 
ForSt24,Xe12631and Y-831 weobtain 
SOBX S CTX SOB Y SCTY 
4 1 3 1 
and since Y is feasible, we can conclude that X is not optimal with respect o 
S. 
As far as the general structure of the functions T, C, and COM is 
concerned, it would be convenient to extend their definition to vector 
arguments. In particular, 
ASSUMPTION 2. When applied to nonempty vector right argument, the 
resultants of T and C are vectors of the same length as the right argument, 
whose elements are equal to the resultants obtained by applying these 
fictions to the left argument and the corresponding elements of the right 
argument. In particular, for every non-ftnal state, R c S T D +- FD S is a 
vector of length pD satisfying the condition R[K] = S T D[K] for all K in 
tpD, and C operates in a similar manner. Also, for any two ejectors Cl and 
C2 of the same length, R c C1 COMC2 is a vector of the same length, and 
R[K] = Cl [K] COM C2[K]. 
It should be emphasized that in the APL environment his assumption 
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constitutes only a minor technicality. For example, T and COM specified 
above satisfy these conditions, and in order to force C to satisfy them it 
could be redefined as 
C: @w)pl :a E FS: +/u. 
Let OC denote the vector of length NS such that for every S in S, the 
corresponding element OC[Sl is equal to the optimal cost associated with S. 
and consider the functions 
ENU:(aCD)COMo[aTDcFDa] :aEFS:aCrO. 
OPT: u, [/a ENU w [ Ia 1. 
LEMMA 1. if COM is monotone non-decreasing with its right argument, 
then OC[S] > L/S ENU OC[IS]. for all S in S. 
Proof. For any final state, the only feasible, and therefore optimal, 
solution is the empty vector, and thus, OC(Sl = S C 10. for all S in FS. 
Consequently, the lemma is true for all the final states. Let S be any 
arbitrary non-optimal state and X be any arbitrary optimal solution with 
respect to S, so that 
OC[S]=SOBX (Optimality of X) 
OC[S] = (S CX[O]) COM (Sl t S TX[O]) OB 1 1 X (Definition of OB) 
OC[S] > (S CXlO]) COMOC[SlI (Monotinicity of COM). 
OC[S] > l/S ENU OC[IS] (Definition of 1 and ENU). 
Notice that under Assumption 1. Sl must be an element of IS. 1 
LEMMA 2. OC[S] < R + i/S ENU OC, for all S in S. 
Proof: Since for all the final states, OC[ Sj = L/S ENU OC. the lemma is 
true for all S in FS. Let S be any arbitrary non-final state and Dl any 
arbitrary element of D +- FD S satisfying the condition (R c l/S ENU OC) = 
(S C Dl) COM OC[SI t S T 01). Also, let Y be any arbitrary optimal 
solution with respect to Sl. Thus, 
R=(SCDl)COMSlOBY (Optimality of Y), 
R=(SCDl)COM(STDI)OBY (Definition of S 1). 
R=SOBX+Dl,Y (Definition of OB), 
R > OC[S] (Optimality of OC). 
Notice that this lemma is not based on the monotonicity of COM. 1 
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The following is an immediate result of Lemmas 1 and 2: 
THEOREM 1. If the function COM is monotone non-decreasing with its 
right argument, then for every S in _S, 
OC[Sl = L/S ENU OC. 
OCPl = L/S ENU OC[tS]. 
OC[zS + 1) + + s OPTOC[zS], 
OC[tS+ l]+ -+SOPTDPS- 1. 
OC[lS + 11 + + DP S, 
where 
DP:wOPTDPco- 1 :w=O:OOPTrO. 
observing that under Assumption 1, the state S c 0 must be in FS. 
The following is an immediate result of Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY 1. If COM is monotone non-decreasing with respect to its 
right argument then, DP NS - 1 t + OC. 
It is possible to modify the function DP so as to construct not only the 
vector OC but also a vector from which optima1 solutions could be derived. 
For example, define 
OD:B,POL[o]c21_A=BcOC[w]cL/_AtwENUOC[l~], 
DY:(ODw),OpDYo-1 :w=O:ODO, 
where OC and POL are any numeric vectors of length NS, specified as 
global variables. By construction, if COM is monotone non-decreasing with 
its right argument, for any state S, the execution of R c DY S replaces 
OC[LS + l] by OC[rS + 11, and for every K in rS + 1, POL[K] is replaced 
by a positive integer from which all the optima1 decisions associated with S 
can be recovered by encoding. That is, 
ENCOD: (@p2) T w)/_Z : 0 = _N +- p_Z + FD a : 10 
is such that after the execution of DY S, the vector R +- K ENCOD POL [K] 
consists of all the decisions in FD K which are optimal with respect o state 
K, for all K less than or equal to S. Thus, the function 
RECOV:_G[O],RECOVwT_G[O] :O=p,G+wENCODPOL[w]: 10 
409/86/l-15 
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could be used for the construction of optimal solutions. That is, the 
execution of DY S followed by Xt RECOVK constructs an optimal 
solution, X, with respect to state K, provided that K is in rS + 1. It should be 
noted that if only one optimal solution is desired, it is possible to simplify 
the above functions by considering the functions, 
ODl:&I,POL[w]+ 1 T @=Be~[w]+- [/_A+wENUOC[m])/FD 
w :oEFS:0C[wj+wC10, 
DYl: (ODl w), OpDYl w - 1 :w = 0: ODl 0, 
RECOV1:_G,RECOV1wT_GPOL[w]:wEFS:rO. 
under which POL[K] is explicitly specified as a decision, without encoding, 
except that for final states it preserves its initial value, determined while 
specifying POL as a global variable. 
In order to illustrate how these functions operate, consider the false coin 
problem, and set 
NS+-25 FS-0 1 OCtPOLt 25~0. 
First, apply the recursion DP to state S +- 24, 
O+OC+-DPSe24 
0011222222333333 
and compare it with 
E,OpDYS 
0011222222333 
3 3333 3 333 
333333333 3 3 3. 
observing that in both cases the result is the vector of optima1 costs. Next. 
display the vector 
POLO-POL 
1 1 1 1 3 3 3 3 2 2 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 30 30 28 28 
24 
and recover the solution 
O+X+REC~VS 
8 3 1. 
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observing that this solution is optimal with respect to S, as indicated by 
OC[S]= OBX 
1. 
Next, apply the recursion DYl, 
c,OpDYl S 
0011222222333333333333333. 
observing that OC is the optimal cost vector, but 
POLCPOL - - 
1111112233112233445566778 
has changed. Still, however, the function RECOVl recovers 
O+Y+RECOVlS 
831 
as an optimal solution, observing that 
1. 
A/X= Y 
Notice that while POLO[K] is an optimal decision associated with state K, 
the corresponding element POL 1 [K] is a positive integer, from which it is 
possible to construct all the optimal solutions associated with state K, using 
the function ENCOD. For example, 
24 
SENCOD&POLO[S] POL l[S] 
8 9 
8 
indicate that at state S there are two optimal decisions, 8 and 9, while under 
DYl only one decision is recovered, i.e., 8. Notice that if it is desired to 
determine the state trajectories, the function 
GEN:a,(aTw[O])GEN 110 :O=po:or 
could be used. For example, 
SGENX 
24 8 3 1 
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is the state trajectory generated by applying the solution X to the state S, in 
the context of the problem discussed above. In models where COM is strictly 
monotone increasing with its right argument, the optima1 solutions preserve 
their optimality at all the states they generate, i.e., 
THEOREM 2 (Principle of Optimality). If COM is strictly monotone 
increasing with its right argument, then X is optimal with respect to S if and 
only if for every K in I 1 + pX the remainder K 1 X is optimal with respect to 
the state generated bjr S and K T X. i.e., SK t (S GENX)[K]. 
Proof. The “if” part of the theorem is established by setting K to 0, 
observing that the resulting state is the same as the original state. The “only 
if’ part of the theorem is established by induction and contradiction. Let S 
be any arbitrary state and X any arbitrary optimal solution associated with 
S. Notice that for all the final states the only optimal solution is 10, for 
which K can take only the value 0, and the validity of the theorem is 
obvious. Assume that S is a nonfinal state, and set K t 1. Thus, 
OC[Sl =SOBX (Optimality of X) 
OC[S]=(SC~)COM(Sl+STDtX[O])OBY+11X 
(Definition of OB) 
so that if Y is not optimal with respect to Sl there exists a solution Z, such 
that (Sl OB Z) < Sl OB Y, and consequently, under the strict monotonicity 
of COM. 
OC[Sl > (S CD) COM Sl OB Z. 
OC[Sl > S OB D. Z (Definition of OB and construction of Sl). 
This, however, contradicts the optimality of OC[Sl. Thus, the theorem is 
true for Kt 1. and by induction its validity is established for all K in 
rl +px. I 
Since in the false coin problem COM is additive, and therefore strictly 
monotone increasing, all the optimal solutions must preserve their optimality. 
For example, X t 9 3 1 is optimal with respect to S c 24, and therefore 
x1+-9 3 1 X2+3 1 
x3+, 1 x4+10 
must be optimal with respect to the states 
24 GEN X 
24 9 3 1, 
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respectively. In order to check whether a solution obeys the principle, 
consider the function 
CHECK: (OC[al = a OB Co) A (a Tw[O]) 
CHECK1 jw:O=pw:OC[a]=aOBw. 
By construction, if X is a feasible solution with respect to S, and 
S CHECK X is equal to 1, then X preserves its optimality at all the states in 
S GEN X. For example, in our case, 
S CHECK X 
indicates that indeed X obeys the principle. It should be emphasized that the 
validity of the principle is not a necessary condition for the optimality of the 
dynamic programming solutions. Since the dyadic “+” is strictly monotone, 
the principle is valid for problems in which COM is defined by *‘+“. On the 
other hand, if COM is defined by either “1” or “I” the problem is monotone, 
and the DP solutions are optimal but there is no guarantee that all the 
optimal solutions obey the principle. Similarly, if COM is defined by “x”. 
there are three cases: If under feasible solutions the cost function C is strictly 
positive then the model is strictly monotone and the principle of optimality is 
valid. If under feasible solutions C is non-negative, then the model is 
monotone and the dynamic programming solutions are optimal, although in 
general the validity of the principle is not guaranteed. Finally, if under 
feasible solutions C can take negative values, then the model is not monotone 
and the dynamic programming solutions are not guaranteed to be optimal. 
DISCUSSION 
The interactive approach to DP provided by the APL environment 
constitutes an alternative to general purpose DP codes. Since only a minimal 
programming effort is required, and since DP algorithms are problem- 
oriented, the user can easily develop problem-oriented DP codes. Moreover, 
since this environment also provides a mathematical language, the approach 
seems to be particularly suitable for teaching and learning purposes. The 
student can concentrate his/her effort on the methodological and theoretical 
aspects, rather than the technical and computational details. It should be 
emphasized that the model presented above was designed for illustrative 
purposes. More complex models could be treated with the same ease of 
exposition and analysis. It has been the authors’ experience, based on the 
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analysis of numerous DP problems, that the APL environment provides an 
extremely convenient framework for the analysis of discrete deterministic DP 
problems. 
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